Fresh, tasty food from Aomori delivered quickly to your door!

—Aomori Prefecture Total Distribution Platform—

Contact us
Aomori Prefecture Total Distribution Platform Administration Office

http://www.a-pre.jp/
■ Registration ■
Department of Land and Infrastructure Ports, Harbors and Airport Division, Aomori Prefecture

Phone: +81-17-734-9676
■ Service details, shipping contracts and service to expand distribution channels ■
Yamato Transport Co., Ltd., Aomori Distribution System branch

Phone: +81-17-739-8780
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Japanese scallops
Origin: Towns and villages along Mutsu Bay
Season: Caught year-round. Spawning season: February to March.
The period during which they are most delicious is June–August.
Ideal for: Sashimi, sushi, grilling on the shell

Scallops from Aomori are sweet; especially in summer, their adductor
muscle become thicker and their taste become richer. And you can
enjoy rich spawn and shirako in winter.
Scallops are high in protein and low in fat, and contain nutritious fats
such as glycogen.

Highly nutritious with
a mild sweetness
How to open scallops

Hold the scallop with its brown side up and white side down.
Insert a special shell-opening utensil or small knife into the
gap, cut the scallop’s hinge loose, and push the scallop up
with the utensil.

Turn the scallop upside down. After pushing
back the black innards (which are not
edible) with the utensil, you can easily
remove the frilly membrane from the hinge.

You can easily remove the hinge by inserting
a utensil underneath the small muscle by
the hinge.

H o k k i g a i

Do not throw away the frilly
membrane. Use the back of
a knife to remove any slime
and dark impurities, chop
the membrane into any size
you like, and serve.
*You can remove the slime
easily by rubbing the
membrane with salt.
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Japanese corbicula
Origin: Lake Jusan and Lake Ogawara
Season: March to December. July is the best season.
Ideal for: Miso soup, corbicula ramen

Aomori’s corbicula grow in Jusan and Ogawara lakes, which contain a
mix of sea water and fresh water, and are famous throughout Japan for
their excellent taste and quality.
Thanks to the mineral-rich water from green forests in Aomori, the
corbicula become more delicious.

Their rich taste thrills you
to the bottom of your heart.
How to
remove
the sand

Short-spined
helmet crabs

( u b a g a i )

Origin: Sotogahama Town, Noheji Town, Yokohama Town, and Mutsu City
Season: April to June. The best season is from April to May.
Ideal for: Boiling

Origin: Misawa City, Hachinohe City, and Oirase Town
Season: December to March
Ideal for: Sashimi, shabu-shabu

The sea of Kitahama, which spans between Hachinohe to
Misawa, is known as an area of producing high quality
Japanese surf-clams. You can enjoy the fresh clams after their
season opens, which is only the four months between
December and March. They are sweet and delicious.

live more than 30 years
Long-living shellfish
Said to

❶Insert a round-tipped knife
normally used for Western cuisine
into the gap.

❷The clam opens easily once you
cut the hinge loose. Scrape the other
side carefully as well.
❸From the center, cut the flesh into
halves. This will separate the
surf-clam into leg, hinge, and frilly
membrane. Everything is edible
except the black innards.

① Place the corbicula in a bowl. Pour an ample amount of tap water to which you
have added 1% salt to enable the corbicula to spit out the sand within. Replace
the water two or three times.
② In the summer, corbicula can go bad easily, so drain the water after four to five
hours. In the winter, you can leave them in water for about half a day.
③ Rub away or remove any dirt on the corbicula just like when you wash rice, then
drain the water.

T o g e k u r i g a n i

Japanese surf-clams

—How to open surf-clams—

s h i j i m i )

Every year, crabs are caught in Mutsu Bay from late
April until late May, just in time for Aomori’s cherry
blossom season. Because of this, in Aomori these
crabs are sometimes called “blossom crabs” or
“cherry crabs.” They are always served at cherry
blossom viewing parties.
Their fine flesh is sweet and contains rich-tasting
innards. Females come with exquisitely delicious
roe. Boiled crab has the scent of the sea, boosting
one’s appetite, and they are perfect with sake and
white rice.

Spring has come!
Delicious small-spined crabs

How to prepare short-spined crabs
Just like hairy crabs, short-spined crabs are best served
boiled. You can either scrape the flesh from the legs and eat it
as is, or scrape it out onto the shell and eat it after mixing in
the innards. You can also put the whole crab (with shell) into
miso soup. Enjoy the crab’s rich, delicate flavor!
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Sea urchins
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Famous as a luxurious
local delicacy
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Ezo-abalones

Origin: Shimokita region, Sotogahama Town, Hashikami Town,
and other areas
Season: Available year-round. The best season is from May to August.
Ideal for: Sushi or steamed, mashed, or salted

Since the Edo

A w a b i

The types of sea urchins caught in Aomori are northern sea urchins
and short-spined sea urchins. In particular, Aomori’s northern sea
urchin is considered to be of premium quality because of its exquisite
taste. The best season is from spring to summer, just before their
mating season.

Origin: Higashidori Village, Mutsu City, Hashikami Town, Fukaura Town,
and other areas
Season: November to July. The best season is from November to January.
Ideal for: Sashimi, macerating in salty water, or steaming with sake

Aomori’s abalones are mostly Ezo abalones. They are found in large
quantities along the coasts of the Shimokita Peninsula and Tsugaru
Channel, and they are known for their fat, soft, moderately chewy flesh.
Dried abalones, made by boiling and then drying,
are famous as a premium ingredient in Chinese cuisine.

King of shellfish
How to prepare abalones

How to prepare sea urchins

❶Rub the surface lightly with salt.

❶Urchins have a “beak” in the
bottom center. If you press the area
around the beak with the tip of a pair
of scissors, you will find a slightly
softer spot.

❷Push the tip of the pair of scissors
into the soft spot and cut a large
circle around the beak.

❸Use a pair of tweezers or disposable
chopsticks to remove the black
innards between the layers of flesh.

N a m a k o

❹Dissolve 15 g of salt in 500 mL of
water. Pour the water into a bowl and
wash the sea urchins, shaking them
gently in the bowl.

( m a n a m a k o )

Japanese common
sea cucumbers

Origin: Hiranai Town, Mutsu City, Yokohama Town, and other areas
Season: October to April. The best season is from December to January.
Ideal for: Marinating in vinegar

Sea cucumbers are found in almost every region of Aomori Prefecture, but
those from Mutsu Bay are reputed to be especially soft and tasty. Sea
cucumbers represent Aomori’s winter and are an indispensable component in
Aomori’s New Year cuisine.
Sea cucumbers are 90% water and have an elastic, crunchy texture and
characteristic marine scent. Most of their protein is collagen, much to the
delight of women who care about beauty.

Winter delight
Everyone can enjoy
the crunchy texture

❷Rub the abalone with a hard
sponge and remove the slime.

H o y a

Sea squirts

❸When you insert a spoon in between the flesh and
the shell, you will feel the hinge. Forcefully push the
spoon along the shell to remove the hinge from the
shell. Separate the flesh, fluffy membrane, and innards.
For the final touch, rinse the flesh under running water.

❹Chop off the “beak.”

( m a b o y a )

Origin: Aomori City, Hachinohe City, Sai Village, and other areas
Season: The best season is from June to September.
Ideal for: Marinating in vinegar, salting, or macerating in soup stock

Taste of summer:
Pineapples from the sea
In summer, their best season, Aomori’s sea squirts are fully plump and their
thick, vivid orange flesh abounds with the aromatic scent of the sea.
They are generally served marinated in vinegar or macerated in soup stock, but you can also enjoy them grilled,
which makes their good taste and distinct flavor even stronger.

How to prepare sea squirts
❶Cut the protruding part that
contains the inhaling hole and
indented exhaling hole. Set aside the
water from the inhaling hole in a bowl
(this is called “squirt water” and
makes great soup stock for clear
Japanese soups).

❸Insert your fingers between
the shell and flesh to dislodge
the flesh.

❷Slice open the squirt along
its length towards the root.

❹Once you cut open the
flesh, you will see black and
brown innards inside. Remove
them as they have a distinct
odor.

❺After removing the innards,
rinse the squirt quickly, cut the
flesh into pieces of any size,
and serve.

Squid Cuttlefish
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Squid from the rich northern sea,
a seafood that represents Aomori
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Ideal for: Sashimi, squid rice, squid sushi, grilled squid, squid with daikon (Japanese white radish),
pickled squid innards, and squid meatballs

Summer squid from the rich northern sea
The flying squid that come up north from spring to summer along the warm ocean current taste best
from summer to autumn. Because of this, they are often called summer squid.
Fresh flying squid is tasty however you cook them, whether raw, grilled, or boiled; no part is wasted.
Though they are tasty regardless, nothing comes close to the lovely, crunchy texture of fresh squid sashimi.
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Origin: Pacific Ocean coast, Sea of Japan and Tsugaru Channel in Aomori
Mostly caught in: Hachinohe City, Higashidori Village, Mutsu City, and other areas
Season: Year-round. The best season is from
November to December (when they are called “cold halibut”).
Ideal for: Sashimi, sandwiching in kombu seaweed, deep-frying, soup, grilling with batter,
or as a rice bowl topping (cooked in a sweet and savory soy sauce)

Halibut has the typical delicate taste of a white fish, offering a tasty,
refined sweetness. Of course, it is delicious as sashimi, but it can also be
enjoyed as shabu-shabu, or grilled or deep-fried with batter, or served as
tempura. It is high in protein, low in fat, and very healthy.

Winter halibut is called
cold halibut and is especially delicious

a

Origin: Pacific Ocean coast, Sea of Japan and Tsugaru Channel in Aomori
Season: October to May. The best season is from December to March.
Ideal for: Sashimi, cooking with a sweet and savory soy sauce
(with or without roe), filled cooked squid, and other dishes

Seasonal delicacy with a soft, elastic texture

M e b a r u

Spear squid is premium squid with high-quality flesh. They are best as sashimi but also
perfect for all kinds of cooking, including grilling and boiling as the squid does not
become very hard when cooking. They are extremely tasty.

T a k o
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Goldeye rockfish
( m i z u d a k o )

Pacific giant octopus
Origin: Hachinohe City, Higashidori Village,
Fukaura Town, and other areas
Season: Year-round. The best season is from December
to February.
Ideal for: Boiling, pickling with vinegar, sashimi, shabu-shabu,
and cooking the innards

Origin: Nakadomari Town, Fukaura Town, Higashidori Village, and other areas
Season: January to September. The best season is from April to June.
Ideal for: Sashimi, cooking with a sweet and savory soy sauce, or grilling with salt

In Aomori, goldeye rockfish is the most frequently caught type of
rockfish, so here “rockfish” refers to goldeye rockfish. It grows up in the
fast current of the Tsugaru Channel, which ensures it has plenty to feed
on. Its high-quality flesh has led to its being marketed as a premium fish
in Tokyo’s Tsukiji Fish Market. It is a popular fish throughout Japan.
It is also known as a fish that announces spring’s arrival. As the name
suggests, it becomes fattier and tastier in spring.

The Pacific giant octopus is mostly caught in winter under freezing
temperatures. In this season, it is sweet and at its tastiest. In
particular, those from the Tsugaru Channel have dense flesh and a
distinct texture because they grow up in the cold, fast-current sea.

Pacific giant
octopus sashimi
Shabu-shabu is the best!
Dogu (Cooked innards)

Dogu (the Japanese word for tool) is used to refer to the
innards of the Pacific giant octopus—indeed, these are
the tool they need to survive. Cooked innards have
always been fishermen’s food while aboard.
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About halibut dishes

Season: May to January. The best season is from July to October.
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Aomori boasts of the largest bastard halibut catch in Japan. Halibut is a premium fish that is popular because of its
crunchy texture and refined taste. It is also a fish that symbolizes Aomori.
In Aomori, which is surrounded on three sides by bodies of water—namely, the Tsugaru Channel, Sea of Japan, and
the Pacific Ocean—and also has Mutsu Bay, bastard halibut is caught throughout the year. It is tasty in all seasons, but
in winter it is called “cold halibut” and is said to taste even better. Enjoy!

Origin: Pacific Ocean coast, Sea of Japan and Tsugaru Channel in Aomori

Spear squid
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Bastard halibut

Squid has a clean taste and can be served boiled, grilled, or
deep-fried. It is perfect for all kinds of cuisine, including Japanese,
Chinese, and Western. Still, squid, the taste of which depends on
how fresh it is, is truly best served raw. Fresh squid sashimi served
with ginger soy sauce has a lovely, crunchy texture.

Japanese flying squid
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Throughout Japan, it is cooked with a
sweet and savory soy sauce or grilled with
salt, but in Aomori, it is mostly served raw
as sashimi due to the high reputation of its
crunchy texture, refined fatty taste, and
semi-transparent, slightly red color.

The beautiful orange skin is

especially eye-catching:

a fish that announces spring’s arrival

T a r a
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Pacific cod
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Masu salmon
Origin: Mutsu City, Higashidori Village, Fukaura Town,
and other areas
Season: January to May. The best season is from March to May.
Ideal for: Grilling with salt, ruibe (sashimi), fermented sushi, grilling with batter,
or as carpaccio

Origin: Hachinohe City, Sai Village, Mutsu City, and other areas
Season: Year-round. The best season is from December to February.
Ideal for: Jappa soup (cooked with the remnants of cod after most of
the meat has been scraped off), milt sashimi, cooked roe,
grilling (including with miso), deep-frying, and sashimi
sandwiched in kombu seaweed

Masu salmon is a premium fish that is said to be the tastiest of the salmon
and trout families.
In Japanese, this salmon is called “cherry salmon” because it is caught when
cherry blossoms are in full bloom and the grown salmon have a cherry pink
body. Their flesh is fatty and moist with a delicate, refined taste.

In winter, cod is very plump, holds much milt and roe, and tastes
better than in other seasons.
Cod milt, a delicacy served with ponzu and mashed daikon, melts
on your tongue.

Tasty

Cod is an indispensable ingredient in
Aomori’s famous Jappa soup
Cod milt
Cod milt taken during the reproductive
season is best for sashimi and stews,
while cod roe is delicious when
pickled in soy sauce. “Cod milt and
roe” has been selected as one of
Aomori’s best delicacies.

premium fish with a name evocative of spring

Jappa cod soup

Jappa soup, the regional cuisine that represents
Aomori’s winter
Jappa soup is a regional cuisine that represents Aomori’s winter. It is
made with the remnants of cod (after most of the meat has been
scraped off), vegetables, salt, and miso. It is very nutritious and keeps
the body warm, so it is also a popular homemade dish in Aomori.
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Spanish mackerel
Origin: Ajigasawa Town and other areas
Season: October to February
Ideal for: Sashimi, grilling, cooking in a sweet and savory soy sauce, or grilling with batter

N o d o g u r o

( a k a m u t s u )

Soft flesh with a clean taste
Tasty premium fish

Blackthroat seaperch
Origin: Fukaura Town and other areas Season: Year-round
Ideal for: Sashimi, as a dried dish, and cooking with a sweet and savory soy sauce

The Japanese name of the fish, sawara (“narrow waist”), comes from its slim
shape. Spanish mackerel from the Seto Inland Sea and Wakasa Bay is famous;
Aomori lies at the northern limit of this region.
In spring, when it is tastiest, the fish can be found in sizes ranging from 80 to 90
cm. Larger mackerel is fattier, and fresh mackerel is best served as sashimi. The
clean-tasting, white flesh is slightly sweet and utterly delicious. Enjoy mackerel
from the northern limit!

Blackthroat seaperch is marketed as a super premium fish. It can be
found throughout the Sea of Japan and Pacific Ocean south of
Tohoku and Hokuriku, but the volume of catch is not high.
Its white flesh is fatty and tastes rich throughout the year; for these
reasons, it is called “white toro.”

Fatty rich-tasting white toro

How to prepare Spanish mackerel

How to
prepare
blackthroat
seaperch

❶Cut off the
dorsal fin.

❸Once you cut the stomach
open, remove the innards
along with the gills.
Rinse the fish thoroughly.

❺Slice the fillets
into smaller
pieces.

❷Slit open the
stomach. Be
careful not to
scratch the
innards.

❹Slice the fish into three
fillets. Use a broad-bladed
knife and cleanly slice off
each side.

❻It is now ready to
serve.

❶Remove the scales.

❷Take out the innards.

❸Insert a knife into the
back (above the back fin).
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Cherries
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Peaches

Origin: Nanbu Town, Hachinohe City,
Gonohe Town, and other areas
Season: Around June to July

Early summer taste. Juicy jewels
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Origin: Southern Aomori: Hachinohe City,
Nanbu Town, and other areas.
Tsugaru area: Hirakawa City,
Kuroishi City, and other areas.
Season: Around August to September

Juicy and
sweet fruit,
popular Aomori peaches

Most cherries grown in Aomori are Satonishiki
Satonishiki, a premium brand.
They are shiny, sweet, vivid crimson, and very pulpy. Other types of cherries grown in
Aomori include Benishuho and Summit.
Neatly packaged cherries resemble rubies in a jewelry box.

Kawanakajima Hakuto

Akatsuki
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Strawberries
Origin: Winter and spring strawberries are grown in Hachinohe City, Oirase Town,
and Inakadate Village. Summer and autumn strawberries are grown in Mutsu City,
Hirosaki City, and Hachinohe City.
Season: Around November to May for winter and spring strawberries, and around June to
November for summer and autumn strawberries.

Aomori’s “winter and spring strawberries” include Tochiotome and
Sachinoka and are harvested from November to May, while its
“summer and autumn strawberries” include Suzuakane, Pechika,
and Natsuakari and are harvested from June to November.
The summer and autumn strawberries are shipped during the
off-harvest season of other Japanese strawberries, so they are in
demand for cakes and other uses.
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Melons

A popular marriage
of sweet and sour
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Peaches grown in Aomori are mostly the richly sweet Kawanakajima
Hakuto and dense, juicy Akatsuki varieties.
Since olden times, peaches were grown in Sanpachi and its surrounding
areas. In recent years, they are also being grown extensively in Tsugaru
and are now known as “Tsugaru peaches.”
Peaches contain a large amount of soluble pectin, which is said to keep
one’s intestinal flora healthy.
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General Leclerc Pears
Origin: Nanbu Town
Season: Harvested in September and October; shipped from October to December.

Born in France
Grown in Nanbu
The General Leclerc pear originally hails from France. It is
eye-catchingly large, and when ripe turns gold, developing a distinct
aroma and smooth texture.
In the Nanbu region, the pear is left to mature for about 20 days after
harvest before shipping.
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Origin: Tsugaru City, Ajigasawa Town,
and Hirosaki City
Season: July to August

The Byobusan sand dunes to the west of Tsugaru City are well suited for
growing melons because the area is well drained and there is a large
temperature difference between day and night. This area has one of the
highest melon yields in Japan.
Takami, the main variety, has green fruit and a sweetness level of 16,
meaning it is extremely sweet.
“Tsugarian melon” is a collective name given to melons grown by the
Aomori Original Melon Producers Association. There are five varieties.

Takami

Sweet and juicy
Aomori melons

Amusun

Urban Delicious

Sweet Ruby

Honey Golden

Home Virens
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Steuben grapes
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Dakekimi corn
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Origin: Foot of Mt. Iwaki, Hirosaki City
Season: July to October

Dakekimi is corn grown in the Dake area at
the foot of Mt. Iwaki, Hirosaki City, which is
400 to 500 m above sea level. It is harvested
early in the morning and shipped while fresh.
The corn, which comes from fertile land
where the temperature difference between
day and night is large, has a sweetness of
more than 18, meaning it tastes extremely
sweet and rich.

Plump texture and the ultimate sweetness
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Origin: Hirosaki City, Tsugaru City, Itayanagi Town, and other areas
Season: July to September

Fantastic green soybeans
Grown in Aomori since long ago

In the West, grapes are the queen of fruit and sometimes called the “milk of
the field.” They are rich in polyphenols, citric acid, and iron. Darker grapes
contain more polyphenols and anthocyanin, the element that gives
blueberries their color. Dark red Steubens that grow under plenty of the sun
contain ample amounts of these nutrients.
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Green soybeans

New York. Grown in Tsugaru
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In Aomori, tomatoes are generally grown in summer. Aomori is one of Japan’s largest
producers of summer and autumn tomatoes (from July to October.) Because of the large
temperature difference between day and night, the tomatoes have vivid colors and store well.
Aomori mostly grows large Momotaro tomatoes, and colorful mini tomatoes are also grown.

These soybeans, called kemame (hairy beans), have been grown in Aomori since long ago. The
name is said to have arisen from the fact that the sheathes of the beans are covered in brown hair.
The large beans have great flavor and are very sweet.

N o h e j i
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Antioxidant nutrient-rich health food

Steuben grapes are grown in Tsugaru because Tsugaru is at the same latitude and has a similar climate to New York,
their origin.
Aomori produces 80% of the Steuben grapes grown in Japan.
These grapes are not very sour. They are richly sweet, easy to store, and remain tasty until mid-winter.
They are in great demand from around the end of the year until the New Year, when other Japanese grapes go out
of season.
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Origin: Yomogita Village, Goshogawara City, Tsugaru City, and other areas
Season: July to October

After basking in the sun,
a dark-colored, extremely sweet
winter grape: Steuben
By using the same preservation technology
used for apples, grapes can now be shipped towards winter.

The secret
of grapes
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Tomatoes

Origin: Tsuruta Town and Hirosaki City
Season: October to February

Born in
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Noheji turnips
Origin: Noheji Town
Season: Around May to October

Summer turnips
that grow best in the local climate
The climate of eastern Aomori Prefecture is cool in summer thanks to a
special wind called Yamase. Such a climate is perfect for Noheji turnips
with leaves. These turnips are shipped with the leaves intact so that the
leaves may be enjoyed stir-fried or pickled.
These juicy turnips have soft pulp and relatively soft skin so you can peel
them by hand. The juicy texture and sweetness are almost like that of fruit.

Turnip salad

Calendar of Aomori’s seasonal foods
Items
Japanese scallops

January

February

March

Reproductive
period

Reproductive
period

April

May

June

July

August

September October November December

A!Premium Services
We provide speedy and refrigerated through transportation.

Japanese surf-clams
Japanese corbicula

We are significantly expanding our next-day morning delivery area in Japan!

Short-spined helmet crabs

We can deliver high value-added items

Sea urchins

with keeping their fresh not only to Japan but also Asia!

Sea cucumbers
Abalones
Sea squirts

Domestic delivery services

Japanese flying squid
Spear squid

Next morning delivery area

Pacific giant octopus

Next afternoon delivery area

Bastard halibut

Areas requiring two days for delivery

Overseas shipping services

Next day
delivery to Asia
(at the earliest)

Aomori

Goldeye rockfish
Cod

Shanghai

Aomori

Sendai

Blackthroat seaperch

Hong Kong

Masu salmon
Spanish mackerel

Taiwan

Okinawa
International
Logistics Hub

Tokyo

Bluefin tuna

Osaka

Nagoya
Malaysia

Arabesque greenling

Singapore

Red sea bream
Yellow-striped flounder
Greenling
Mackerel
Yellow goosefish
Cherries
Strawberries
General Leclerc

Shipping service features

Before signing up

• The delivery of fresh products from Aomori
Prefecture to western Japan has been
facilitated by being sent by air in special
containers.

• Items listed in this pamphlet can be purchased from
operators registered with “A!Premium.” Please refer
to Aomori Prefecture Total Distribution Platform
webpage for the items handled by each operator and
their contact information.
URL: http://www.a-pre.jp/

• For the rest of Asia, chilled shipping is
available for Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore,
and Malaysia.

Peaches
Melons
Steuben grapes

• Shipping service is available in principle 365
days a year.

Apples (Fuji)
Apples (Orin)

• Items can be purchased from operators in Aomori
Prefecture registered with the B-to-B matching site
“Kuroneko Buyer’s Direct.”
URL: http://kauneko.com/

Pears (Japanese)
Grapes (Campbell)

Please note:

Plums/apricots
Dakekimi corn
Tomatoes
Green soybeans
Turnips
Chinese yams
Garlic
Daikon
Carrots

Snow carrots Snow carrots Snow carrots

Snow carrots

Burdock root
Watermelons

Dark blue indicates each food’s best season.

● This delivery service is offered as a regional service based on partnership agreements between Yamato
Transport Co., Ltd. and Aomori Prefecture.
● This service is offered only to businesses, including companies and sole proprietorships.
● Buyers can purchase items through this service only if suppliers have a contract (delivery contract) with
Yamato Transport. For buyer registration, please inquire with the administration ofﬁce.
● Deliveries may be subject to delays due to unexpected climate or transport conditions.
● Items will be delivered via Yamato Transport’s or overseas operators of Yamato Transport’s door-to-door
parcel delivery service, “TA-Q-BIN.”
● A!Premium does not cover Hokkaido or Okinawa (the conventional TA-Q-BIN door-to-door parcel delivery
service will be used).
● We are currently expanding availability of international home delivery/chilled home delivery services.

